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Selected Artworks
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ʻHubrisʼ – 2003 - 220cm x 150cm
Screenprinted Stoneware & Porcelain
(Work made prior to the research)

ʻRemnantʼ– 2003 – 100cm x 70cm x 18cm
Screenprinted Stoneware & Porcelain
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ʻAwkward Form IIʼ – 2007 – 24cm x 15cm x 15cm
Screenprinted underglaze transfers on raw clay (unfired)
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ʻArmour/Shellʼ - 23cm x 40cm x 23cm 2007
3D screenprinted earthenware
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ʻGourdʼ – 2008 – 20cm x 20cm x 28cm
3D screenprinted crank

ʻBetweenʼ – 2008 – 26cm x 40cm x 28cm
3D screenprinted earthenware with low-temperature frit
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ʻWrithe Iʼ – 2008 – 39cm x 27cm x 21cm
3D screenprinted earthenware with low-temperature frit

ʻWrithe IIʼ - – 2008 – 31cm x 20cm x 17cm
3D screenprinted earthenware with low-temperature frit
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ʻMandrake - Single Tuberʼ (2D & 3D
Versions) - 2009
Above - 3D screenprinted porcelain
50cm x 20cm x 37cm

ʻMandrake – Double Tuberʼ – 2009 – 100cm x 80cm x 32cm
3D screenprinted porcelain
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ʻMoreauʼ – 2009 – 76cm x 35cm x 34cm
3D screenprinted porcelain
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ʻTaxonomy IVʼ – 2009
14cm x 14cm x 16
3D screenprinted porcelain

ʻTaxonomy IIIʼ – 2009
14cm x 14cm x 17cm
3D screenprinted porcelain

ʻTaxonomy Iʼ – 2009
7cm x 7cm x 13cm
3D screenprinted porcelain

ʻTaxonomy Vʼ – 2009
8cm x 8cm x 11cm
3D screenprinted porcelain
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ʻTaxonomy IIʼ – 2009 - 10cm x 12cm x 8cm
3D screenprinted porcelain
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ʻArlecchino the Brave Iʼ – 2009 – 40cm x 26cm x 38cm
3D screenprint porcelain
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ʻArlecchino the Brave IIʼ – 2009 – 42cm x 28cm x 37cm
3D screenprint porcelain
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V&A Appendix
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Spinning Stencils & Painted Prints
Another important factor that the ʻopenʼ stencil provides is its loose
relationship with repetition and its direct relationship with the underlying
substrate. Through its ʻopenʼ nature the different tools, which apply the
ink to the substrate have the potential to move freely within the
boundaries of the template. This is demonstrated below through an
interesting stencil, in the V&Aʼs collection called a ʻPolygraphʼ from
1890, which spins around as your pen draws within its boundaries.
Each resulting ʻprintʼ from this stencil is very different.
This potential allows the publication of artworks that have a different
relationship with ʻreproductionʼ. The series of images below right from
the V&Aʼs copy of Saudéʼs Traité d'enluminure d'art au Pochoir
demonstrate how the reproduction is determined partly by actual
brushstrokes and partly through a controlled print matrix. This method
of disseminating an artistʼs work uses a print syntax that is more subtle
and sympathetic to the artistʼs original working methods than a
mechanical reproduction such as halftones would be.

George Delgadoʼs ʻPolygraphʼ from about 1890
– Museum no: E.1556-1976

Right - Traité d'enluminure d'art au Pochoir.
Printed by Jean Saudé, Paris, Éditions de lʼIbis, 1925
- National Art Library - Pressmark 49.A.24
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The Materiality of Print

Linda Florenceʼs
performance piece
ʻSugar Dance'
January 2008

The ʻopenʼ stencil method provides an interesting opportunity to work with
materials. Physical quantities can be passed through the matrix without
crushing them, with the potential for heavy layers. This is demonstrated
by the large piles of sugar powder stencilled directly onto the floor of the
V&A in preparation for Linda Florenceʼs performance piece ʻSugar
Dance'.
Another application of this factor allowed for high-end decorative
schemes to be published using actual paints and specialist colours. This
is the case in the V&Aʼs 1925 copy of LʼAlbum de LʼAmbassade
Française where the highly skilled stencil work of Jean Saudé results in a
metallic silver print over a bright red.

Left - Kategami stencil – Museum No: D.715.ʼ91.
Middle and right - LʼAlbum de LʼAmbassade Française printed by Jean Saudé
– National Art Library Pressmark 111.N.98
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Traces of the Social Conditions of Production
Using the stencil/screenprinting process often shows evidence of the
conditions of the printʼs production.

ʻAlbum No 1ʼ by Georges
and Jean Saudé.
National Art Library
Pressmark 49.D.10

One illustration of this is provided by the print to
the left from ʻAlbum No 1ʼ by the artist Georges
Valmier and printed by Jean Saudé in the
V&Aʼs collection. Whilst Valmier is acclaimed as
the author the artwork is produced ʻthroughʼ the
language of ʻPochoirʼ. Saudé as the printer is
the expert at working within this language and
acts as interpreter for Valmier. The semi-circle
ʻringʼ motifs, in alternating colours, together go
to make whole rings in the way an open stencil
can best do this, without the centre of a full
circle which would fall away. This is evidence of
the determining nature of the process being in
play.

The second image shows how the physical and social conditions of a
workʼs production can subtly permeate the end result. The fuzzy white
marks that create a subtle ʻhaloʼ around the black part of the print and in
the green letters are lint. The lint has stuck to these areas of the print
because the colour hasnʼt dried properly when the posters have been
stacked up under pressure. This trace tells us a number of things, either
the print run was undertaken in a rush or the printers were shoddy or that
the inks used were substandard. The quality of the work generally
suggests that the printers were good, and whist it is compelling to think that
the protest poster was produced in a rush of revolutionary energy, this
ʻanniversaryʼ poster was made ten years later. The most probable of these
social conditions is that the embargo placed on Cuba since the revolution
has meant that the materials and processes being used were substandard.

Niko, X anniversario de la Victoria de playa girón (ʻThe Tenth Anniversary of the
Victory at the Bay of Pigsʼ) Cuba. 1971. Museum No: E.760.2003
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Interpreting A Print Language
Using the stencil/screenprinting process can have a strong impact in
determining the aesthetic of the end result. The two examples shown
below from the V&Aʼs collection illustrate this factor. The plate below,
which is by the artist Ian Colverson, shows cutting edge technology from
1974. It is an example of one of the earliest uses of the tri-chromatic
process for reproducing full-colour photographic imagery in ceramic
production. The interpretation however, from a continuous tone photograph
to screenprinting ceramic materials has come at a cost. The coarse mesh
necessary to print the enamel pigments is not able to support a fine
halftone dot and the mechanical tone is all too visible.

Ian Colversonʼs ʻRomy Schneiderʼ bone china plate produced in a signed edition of 14
over a series of 6 designs by Royal Doulton in 1974. Museum No: CIRC.497-1974

Matsubara Yoschichiʼs ʻFlightʼ uses a much older method of stencil
production to work within the limitations and possibilities of the process,
Yoschinchiʼs work is not a ʻreproductionʼ because he works through the
process. His sophisticated method is to use the same shape stencil,
diminishing in size and saturation of hue, in succession over 29 prints.
Yoschichi uses these ʻstepsʼ of colour to produce ʻelectrifyingʼ tonal
qualities that are evident of the process that created them but are not
obstructed by this in the way that Colversonʼs work is.

Detail of Matsubara Yoschichiʼs ʻFlightʼ Kimono with Katezome decoration made
by the featured Kategami stencils from 1990. Museum No: FE.10:1 to 30-1995
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Image Distortion
The relationship between print and form adds an additional layer of
complexity to an already divided series of processes. Often the
relationship can be arbitrary and badly considered as in the example of
the plate below. Copper printing plates were time-consuming and
expensive to produce and new uses were found for them after their initial
print-run was over. In the case of the plate below it has been decorated
rather clumsily with a tile print.
Objects have had a much more sophisticated relationship with imagery
as these designs for the armour demonstrate. The delicate pattern in gilt
on vertical red bands alternating with bands of gilded tracery inflects the
form beneath perfectly. The designer of the ceramic print work shown at
the bottom of the page has also followed this methodology, making a
design for a print that will fit to the shape of a complex object.

Armour made for George Clifford, 3rd Earl of Cumberland. 1558-1605.
Museum No: - D.605&A-1894
ʻThe Sheep and the Crowʼ Printed by Sadler & Green for Wedgwood.
- Museum number: 414:1135/J-1885 1775

ʻOriginal Drawings for engravingsʼ
- V&A Prints and Drawings Room- 8180.96.97. & 100.
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Printed Garments
ʻReadingʼ the surface coverings of the
animal kingdom is deeply ingrained in
our nature. Organisms use their skins
and coatings to communicate vital signs
for survival of attraction or repulsion.

Museum No: 362-1865

We employ this language through our
clothing, and print is an important
method for decorating the surface of
garments, as these images from the V&A
collection show.
Aggressive lions attack each other in the
stencilled armour top left, whilst the
Katazome printed Heron is a fitting
emblem for the fishermanʼs celebration
robe.

Museum No: FE.102-1982

The harlequin ʻpochoirʼ print needs little
information other than the synonymous
diamond decoration.
Lower left shows a recently acquired
digitally printed piece from Alexander
McQueenʼs final collection, which makes
glorious use of the natural surfaces that
we aspire too.

National Art Library. Pressmark 49.D.10.

Aexander McQueen V&A - Recent acquisition
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Grotesque Form

The grotesque is a term that is difficult to
pin down, as illustrated by these works
from the V&Aʼs collection. Its origins
come from a decorative style found
buried in the ʻgrottoesʼ of Neroʼs old
palace. Schemes of mirrored symmetry
combine with hybrid figures both/and
occupying a marginal world.
The grotesque continues to permeate
our culture. Ceramic objects have often
made reference to the hybrid through
works such as on the lower left that copy
the scheme and the motif directly.

th

Two of the figures in this Early 16 C
engraving are copied from Neroʼs
Golden House
V&A Museum No: E.180-1885

th

The Sèvres candelabra is perhaps less
obvious an example, yet it appears to be
between forms. Rather like the Paolozzi
screenprint ʻAutomobile Headʼ, lower
right, where there is a vibration between
the parts and the whole, the candelabra
is both one thing and another.
The grotesque has now become almost
indefinable and means many things to
many people

Left - Late 18 C Derby Vase Stand V&A Museum No: C.180 to B-1987
Middle – Pair of Wall Lights, Sèvres 1760-1 V&A Museum No: 467-1895
Right - Eduardo Paolozziʼs ʻAutomobile Headʼ. 1957 V&A Museum No: CIRC.230-1959
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Practice Development Appendix
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Simple/Complex Forms
Notes:
My first task with the practice-based research
was to think through how to begin a dialogue
between the screenprinted image and form.
Before I began to tackle this with the new
technique, which was under development, I
wanted to understand the challenges of
working with the conventional approach of
transfer printing.

Using a laser-level and
compass to divide the form

I felt that the main issue to deal with was
complex curves and forms. With this in mind I
began to work with a simple cast dome.
I adopted the Mercator strategy of dividing the
form into leaf-shaped sections. After covering
the form with masking tape I used a laserlevel and a compass to draw the shapes
accurately. The sections were cut out and
scanned into the computer. A simple pattern
field of square ʻpixelsʼ was squeezed to fit this
shape and a series of prints produced to ʻfitʼ
the form.
The main issue was getting the imagery to fit
back onto the form. This was a matter of
readjusting to allow for the slight ʻstretchʼ
necessary to make the panels meet up. The
most difficult part of the ʻrefitʼ however, was
where all the points meet at the apex of the
dome.

Where the ʻleafʼ shapes come together at the apex of the dome, the fit was poor
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ʻKeyingʼ the Print In
Notes:
I noticed that the area with the worst
fit was where all the points came
together (bottom left). This area,
however also produced a new
secondary image, a star shape.

Having ʻfoundʼ a distinct motif that
resulted from the union of the points I
decided to use it as a separate print to
key the sections together

I decided to create this as a distinct
section by bringing all the points of
the image together and printing this
as a new motif (top left).
This allowed me to lock the smaller
partial leaf panels in to the central
print (left) creating a much better fit.
I then applied this approach to
explore a variety of surface images
(bottom right).
Aiming to expand on the
conventional approach of using
enamels onto a fired and glazed
form, I began to print with
underglaze pigments and apply
these transfers to unfired ʻrawʼ clay.
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ʻAwkward Form Iʼ
Notes:
My next step was to generate a more
complex form that would necessitate a
more complex design approach.
After modelling a form and making a
multi-piece mould I lined the mould with
thick layers of masking tape and filled it
in order to create a maquette with which
to work upon.
With this object I began by finding
ʻlandmarksʼ with which to begin the
dialogue. The centres of the domes and
square were tackled first, working
outwards from the centre or putting
ʻsleevesʼ around cylindrical parts of the
form.
The next job was to join these sections
up, rather like Gombrichʼs framing and
filling. In this case filling between the
predetermined aspects of the form.
I scanned these lines into the computer
and made ʻpathsʼ of the pixel motif to join
the surface design up.
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ʻAwkward Form IIʼ
Notes:
I had enjoyed the surprise
result of ʻfindingʼ the star
shaped motif at the centre
of the dome where the
leaves came together.
With the final form in this
investigation I wanted to
manipulate the imagery to
make it more complex. The
aim was to ʻfindʼ more of
this secondary visual
information.
Squeezing the pattern
fields in places and
removing pixels had the
result when applied around
the form of leaving plain
open areas.
I developed new image
motifs to fill and fit within
these framed areas,
responding
to
the
development of the surface
and continuing the process
of thinking through making.
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Reflection on the Conventional Approach
Notes:
This investigation of the conventional approach to fitting a flat image to
a complex form gave me a good understanding of the massive
challenges that a commercial company such as Royal Crown Derby
face when working in this way.
To successfully integrate printed surface imagery with a complex form
requires a method of working back and forth fitting and adjusting the
imagery. You have to make sure that the panel shapes fit together, and
also that the imagery, which fills the panels relates.
Whilst the effort to create these complex relationships through this
approach is worth it in the context of medium to large-scale commercial
production it is not a cost effective route for the studio practitioner.
During this period I explored also worked with the pixel pattern fields
that I had generated, manipulating them to create shapes from which I
made card models. This approach of making form from imagery did not
require the ʻrefittingʼ process and I enjoyed the results from working
without a predetermined object. This allowed me to ʻfindʼ the form and
ʻfindʼ secondary surface imagery where the panels met.

Forms ʻfoundʼ through manipulating imagery and constructing them together
as card models

Undertaking the ʻconventionalʼ work and then producing the card
models reinforced my attitude to developing a new approach for the
dialogue between the printed image and form. From this point forward I
concentrated on developing the new flexible substrate process.
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Development of the New Flexible Substrate Process
Textile Substrate & Thread
Notes:
The first fabric that I used as a
substrate to produce my flexible
printed moulds was cotton single
jersey (illustrated in the first photo.)
Cotton single Jersey

This material accepted the print
well, had flexibility and because it is
made from natural fibres the clay is
absorbed well into the cellulose
structure.
Although the results of working with
this material were successful there
were some issues. The fabric did
not have a good stretch memory
and so when it was wet it would
become a bit too loose. The
absorbency of the clay into the
fibres meant that there was too
much clay left on the surface
disrupting the print quality.

Textured result from using a
heavy Jersey - ʻWarp & Weftʼ

A variety of substrates were tested

I also explored the use of a heavy
cotton material used to produce
sweatshirts choosing to print on the
fibrous side for good adhesion with
the clay (the results of this are
shown in the middle photo.) This
material clung well to the clay
allowing
for
more
subtle
manipulation of the open forms and
giving the surface a more textured
characteristic relevant for a piece
that would be titled ʻWarp & Weftʼ
I decided however, to explore
different fabrics for their potential
qualities.
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The examples on the left show the large
variety of scale and resulting shapes that
are offered by using different fabrics. I
used cotton single jersey, stiff cotton
sheeting and several Lycra based fabrics
with one way and two way stretch
qualities. I printed the same design on all
the fabrics and pressed as much clay into
them as they would reasonably take.

Fabric stretch tests

The top photo shows the maximum
difference between a two-way stretching
Lycra and non-stretching cotton sheeting.
The amount of stretch exerted upon the
printed fabric has an impact upon the
density of the colour. The non-stretch
retains the most intense result as
evidenced by comparing it with the two way stretch Lycra version below it. This
weaker effect is the result of stretching the
pigment out but also of the clay being
caught in the surface of the fabric.
Washing the surface after adding the clay
helps to bring back the colour as does
brushing a flux over the surface (as can be
seen in the photo on the lower left)

Top – Result of no coating on a non-stretch fabric
Bottom – Result of no coating on a high stretch fabric

Testing the application of flux onto
the surface – see p. 13
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Lycra has best results

Overall, two-way stretching lycra
has the most interesting qualities
when used as a substrate for this
method. Itʼs stretch ability allows
for extreme manipulation (as
shown on the left.) Its memory is
also very good when it is wet,
resulting in it gripping better to the
clay. It repels the clay rather than
absorbing it, which means it can
be cleaned up after manipulation
A major problem with the use of a
textile substrate that is under
tension and subsequently fired is
the seam.
The firing of the earlier work
caused the stitch to burn out at an
early stage resulting in gaping at
the seams with the print not
present where this contact had
been lost

Early burn-out of thread caused gaping

I researched a heat-resistant
thread used in protective clothing
for fire officers. This burns away at
a later stage than the fabric
substrate does and after the
printed ink has been transferred to
the ceramic surface

High temperature thread solved the problem
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Early Developments: Expanding Base Approach

Notes:
The decision to use a textile as
a flexible substrate with which to
print upon determined that I find
a textile medium that I could mix
my dry ceramic pigment into.
Texture

My initial tests and studio work
looked to using a textile binder
that I had experience of from
industry that expands physically.
My choice of this ink was
prompted by the idea that it
would push the pigment into the
body of the clay and adhere
better with a textured print.

Limited multi-colour printing

In addition I was interested in
producing a textured surface
that would give a more
integrated feel between the print
and the clay.

Differing height responses

Exploration of an ʻembroideredʼ aesthetic
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While this method works well in
practice the colour palette available
remains restricted to those provided
by strong oxides.
Underglaze colour was not intense
enough in small amounts and in
large amounts undermined the ink
so that it rubbed away from the
textile surface (As shown below)
This gives the piece an aged
aesthetic when combined with the
slightly overworked clay, which has
cracked on the surface
An earthenware body has to be
used because the pigments
respond better at this temperature
After this piece I made the decision
to redevelop my inks by exploring
underglaze pigments with the aim of
extending my colour palette.

Poor adhesion when underglaze is used
resulting in the ink rubbing off

Application of process to produce a final work
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Developing the Ink Recipe & Surface Coating
Notes:
One of the main issues in
developing the printing ink and
surface coating for the new
process was adhesion. Initially the
shift from the expanding base
method to explore the colour
palette offered by underglazes
resulted in a lack of adhesion (as
evidenced in the photo on the top
left). This was addressed by the
addition of a fluxing agent, and in
the case of the low-temperature
clay body, which I had been using
ʻsoft borax fritʼ was added.
Initial problems with print adhesion

The initial use of a frit/flux painted onto the surface of the textile prior to
firing was an experiment to add a simple glaze-like quality to the work.
This was first attempted with the ʻBetweenʼ piece where I adopted a
much looser approach to my working methods. I then used the same frit
with ʻWritheʼ in heavy layers at the top and less lower down, resulting in
a high gloss at the peaks and a drier body at the bottom. The clay was
grogged white low-temperature clay, selected in order to limit any
potential faults.

Soft Borax frit is brushed over fabric and then fired resulting in a raw glazed coating

Unfortunately the specific soft borax flux that I had ʻgrabbedʼ and
which was successful was discontinued, making it necessary for me
to research a substitue fluxing agent.
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I used this as an opportunity to explore a number of different combinations
of low temperature frits that could be used as an alternative. At the same
time I needed to re-evaluate and pin down a successful ink recipe. The
main ingredients of the ʻinkʼ that I determined to be necessary were: -

A high temp underglaze pigment (Initially black was the trial
colour)
A medium that would mediate between textiles and ceramic
A flux that would encourage the ʻinkʼ to transfer and adhere to
the ceramic
The two textile types cotton-based and Lycra-based

4

Various low temperature ink tests
1) No frit – Pigment 2:1 Daler-Rowney Textile Medium for Screen Printing –
Lycra – 5 Pulls
2) Soft borax frit (10% of total) - Pigment 2:1 Daler-Rowney Textile Medium
for Screen Printing – Lycra – 5 Pulls
3) Soft borax frit (10% of total) - Pigment 2:1 Daler-Rowney Textile Medium
for Screen Printing – Cotton single jersey – 5 Pulls
4) Soft borax frit (3% of total) - Pigment 2:1 Daler-Rowney Textile Medium
for Screen Printing – Lycra – 5 Pulls
5) Soft borax frit (3% of total) - Pigment 2:1 Daler-Rowney Textile Medium
for Screen Printing – Cotton single jersey – 5 Pulls
6) Soft borax frit (3% of total) – Pigment 2:1 T.W. Graphics Water Based
Screen Printing Medium – Lycra – 5 pulls
7) Soft borax frit (3% of total) – Pigment 2:1 T.W. Graphics Water Based
Screen Printing Medium – Cotton single jersey – 5 pulls
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In addition to developing the ink recipe I also worked on the development
of a replacement flux that could be used to act as a simple glaze-like
surface layer. The aim of this was: -

To bring out the colour more
Convert any surface clay that crept over the print into a clearer
glaze
To add a different quality to the surface
To give the print a more integrated effect

A number of frits appropriate to low temperature clay were explored

P2027
P2961
P2954
P2962
No Frit
P2960
P2963

Borax Frit
Standard Alkaline Frit
Calcium Borate Frit
High Alkaline Frit
Low Expansion Frit
Soft Alkaline Frit

The frits were simply brushed
around the body of the tests in
bands as the photo on the previous
page and to the right illustrates.

Various low temperature frit coatings

After adhesion the next major issue in developing the ink recipe and
surface coating was colour response. The low-temperature frits were
having an adverse effect upon some of the colour work that had not been
as apparent when I was only working with the dark colours and black

Poor colour response due to the effect of the frit in the ink and coating
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Un-stretched uncoated

Stretched uncoated was unsuccessful

The option to not add a surface coating of the flux only worked with the
low-temperature tests that had not been stretched such as those on the
cotton sheeting substrate (photo on left)
When I attempted to produce a large piece that had no flux on the surface
the result was extremely dry and unsuccessful (photo on right)
Time was fast approaching planning for the final show and in desperation I
decided to change tack and turned to using a high-temperature porcelain
clay body and high-temperature flux ingredients. This proved to be highly
successful (as evidenced below) and told me that I was looking to the
wrong end of the firing range and should shift to high-temperature work

Switch to high temperature clay and flux in ink and
coating was very successful
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The Final Ink Recipe
(For working with Porcelain)

Notes:
The final ink recipe (for porcelain fired
to maturity 1240 – 1280C): -

Rowney-Daler
Water-based
Textile Medium 53%

-

Hi-Temp Underglaze
Pigment 35%

-

Cornish Stone 10%

-

China Clay 2%

The medium is water-based which
meets my desire for a healthy
alternative to oil-based mediums and
covercoat. It air-dries quickly between
prints. It is readily available and made
to adhere well to textiles and when
loaded with ceramic pigments and
powders it retains its fluidity well
The flux is essential for transferring
the pigment and adhering the print to
the ceramic body
The ingredients are mixed together
by pallet knife and then muller is used
for final blending

I tried out a variety of different airtight
containers that hold small amounts
and allow easy access
The syringe fulfilled
requirements perfectly

these
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Heat Soldering & Printable Glue

Notes:
A major issue was stitching
together the panels so that the
printed images fit together
accurately. Initial attempts at
pinning were slow and didnʼt fit
perfectly.

Heat pressing the panels accurately
together using plastisol ink

I developed a method where I print
ʻplastisolʼ textile ink around the
silhouette of the images. Plastisol
ink will stick to itself if put into a
heat press.
This allowed me to accurately pin
together multiple textile panels,
which could then be stitched with
the high temperature thread, as
illustrated.
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I explored the use of a soldering
iron for heat pinning some of the
smaller pieces. I realised that
Lycra fuses together when
subjected to heat, allowing the
edges to be stuck together
without printing the plastisol
ʻglueʼ. This was, however, a
slower process than using the
glue and heat press method, but
may be of use in specific cases.
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Press-Moulding

Notes:

Large moulds provide easy access

Large, open moulds provide
easy access for pushing the clay
inside (Top left). With less
structure however, the adhesion
between the clay and the fabric
can become compromised and
only very simple inflating and
folding can be undertaken.

This led me to design more
ʻstructureʼ into the pieces to
keep high pressure between the
clay and textile mould.

For tighter access small balls of clay
are added a little at a time

The difficulty of getting clay into
the less open areas was
overcome by dropping small
balls of clay into the fabric and
then pushing this down and
outwards by hand. This begins
to expand the fabric mould and
open it back up again.

The initial aim with all the works
is to get them to a stage where
they are simply ʻinflatedʼ (Left).

ʻInflatingʼ Arlecchino
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Double skinned mould

More complex moulds such as
this ʻdouble-skinnedʼ one become
problematic when going around
ʻcornersʼ.
With the planar areas filled they
need to be joined up as illustrated
in the third and fourth images to
the left.
Once joined and stitched the
clay/fabric can be manipulated so
that the joins can physically
combine better.

Adding clay between the skin walls

Joining the walls ʻaround cornersʼ

Sealing the mould
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Each one of the Mandrake and
Moreau forms are comprised of a
number of very small structural
areas combined with larger ones.
Hand fill the more accessible areas

I fill the most accessible parts first
and then use the method
described in the ʻinjectingʼ section
(p. 27) to fill the small areas.
The thicker press-moulded clay
holds the thinner volume in, so
that pressure can be exerted and
expand it further. Finally any entry
holes are sewn up

ʻInjectʼ looser clay into the small parts

Seal up and stitch

The decision where a seam
should be placed is informed by
two factors, ease of access to the
majority of areas and the least
disruptive place to leave the
resulting ʻscarʼ
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Manipulation
Notes:
With the new method it is possible
to twist and contort the ʻlongerʼ
elements of the forms around into
convoluting shapes, as illustrated
on these four pages.
It is necessary, however, to build
a tacit experiential knowledge of
the limits and the formal qualities
determined by the materials and
process.
The textile/clay composite has to
be eased into new positions,
gradually and carefully. The Lycra
can become overstressed and rip.
Therefore it is often necessary to
relieve stresses by ʻbunching-upʼ
the form before manipulating it
further.
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After the final form is decided upon and manipulation is completed the
textile mould/former is hosed down. This is to remove any clay that
has built up on the surface, which could undermine the print, it also
allows the print to be viewed better. The basic frit/flux is painted over
the textile and the piece is then fired.
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With the ʻMandrakeʼ series I
explored combining large
mirrored forms.
Initially I wrapped the forms
around one another, but
realised that this was
establishing new strains and
tensions that could be
problematic.
I decided to keep the two
forms
separate
but
manipulated them in tandem.
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Manipulation often necessitated
strapping up the forms to keep
them in shape, as in the top
image.

Other forms needed holding up
as with the fronds in the middle
image.

For large open forms it was
necessary to stop them from
collapsing on themselves, as in
the lower photograph.
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Injecting Porcelain for Smaller Scale Solid Forms

Crushing dried porcelain clay

Grinding into powder

Mixing a thick paste

Loading caulk gun

Filling fabric mould

Sewing up seam to seal the form
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Combining Forms
Notes:
The small, injected, solid forms
offered greater potential for
combining them into more complex
amalgamations.
The forms are squashed together,
held in tension with thread and when
fired the covering flux layer fuses the
different parts together as a whole.
Separate elements

Stitching forms together in tension

Seven forms fused into one
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Raw Glazing & Firing

Dry clay/textile composite

Notes:
I tried a number of different
approaches for applying the frit/flux
onto the textile surface, brushing,
dipping and spraying. Spraying
caused heavy layers to crawl in an
interesting way that I put to use (top
left three photographs).
But
brushing proved to be the best
method for a controlled approach
because the physical act of
brushing gave it better adherence.
The aim was never to produce a
uniform ʻglazedʼ cover, but rather to
create an interesting reactive layer.
One reason for this was to position
the print underneath this layer in
order to give a greater perception of
integrity with the underlying body.

Frit layer sprayed over

Fired

Once I established the pursuit of
high-temperature materials I
adopted a loose and varied
approach to application. Applying a
number of layers or only a very
weak solution created very different
surface effects. These varied from a
ʻdryʼ coating (bottom left) through to
the very heavy layers that begin to
pull and crawl like the snake-skin
(below right).
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Printed Mask Resist
Notes:
I developed a technique for printing
on the reverse of the mould to create
a mask to resist the frit layer. The
challenge was to be able to make two
prints, one on either side of the
substrate that are in perfect
registration.
Plastisol printed frit mask

First I spray mounted the substrate
onto paper and printed the plastisol
resist layer on one side. I then
sprayed glue onto another piece of
paper and adhered this to the printed
side of the substrate. I then turned
the three layers over and removed
the first paper layer, leaving the print
unaffected. I could then print the
ceramic inks in registration with the
underlying plastisol print.
Transferred onto new backing sheet

The plastisol ink restricts the mould
as its being filled with clay, and when
the frit is painted over the textile
surface the plastisol resists it.

Fully printed and sewn mould

Plastisol mask resists frit layer

The print successfully resisted the frit
coating leaving the fired area
unglazed. Unfortunately the lowtemperature approach was not
working properly at this stage
resulting in poor adhesion and an
unsatisfactory colour response.

Resist successful but low temp frit is not
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Cutting and Stitching

Notes:

Digital stitch for the controlled joining
of two different substrates

I explored the possibility of using a
CAD/CAM approach to stitching
the fabric panels and structure in
order to speed up my production
and add accuracy
The stitching itself was fast and
accurate. However the necessity
to stretch the substrate over the
machineʼs ʻhoopʼ caused distortion
This was overcome by using a
stabilising backing material. The
removal of this material either
required a wash that would have
been problematic for the print or
tricky ʻweeding outʼ of the paper

Removing the stabilising backing
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I also addressed the issue of
cutting out the panels and
structure through using digital
technology.
The laser-cutter provides a fast,
precise means to these ends.
However the marrying-up of both
technologies proved to be
extremely difficult to achieve
In the end a conventional
mechanical sewing machine was
used alongside hand stitching
On reflection this use of
technology proved to restrict my
hands-on approach to ʻthinking
throughʼ the processes involved
and was rejected.
Laser cutting out the panels
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ʻIslandʼ Accumulations

Initial ʻdecorativeʼ accumulation

Notes:

Quickly became suggestive of ʻlandscapesʼ

Having produced a large
number of tests and works up
to and including ʻWrithe Iʼ and
ʻWrithe IIʼ, I decided to group
them together in an approach
to producing larger and more
complex pieces.
Initially I aimed for these large
groups to emulate decoration
that is an accumulation of
objects, such as those known
as ʻtrophies of warʼ, which
evolved into ornamentation
such as that illustrated above
However, they soon began to
suggest a different content,
landscapes and islands and I
began to make compositions
with this content in mind.
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Book Cover design for ʻThe Island of Dr
Moreauʼ.

Design intended for ceramic decoration
From the V&A collection.

Both ʻMoreauʼ and the smaller
ʻtaxonomyʼ works came from this
ʻaccumulativeʼ exploration and I
would like to expand on this
approach further in future.
On reflection these works appear to
have a more ʻedgyʼ aesthetic than
ʻMoreauʼ, probably because these
pieces have elements of the
ʻgrotesqueʼ pieces paying a major
role.

ʻMoreauʼ seems to have become a
more stylised version and I will
attempt with later work to re-invest
a darker aspect to the accumulated
forms.
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Generating Imagery
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ʻGourdʼ Image Generation:
Growing an Image From Seed
The premise for the ʻGourdʼ series of objects came from the idea
of a seed growing outward and erupting through a surface. Whilst
there is a ʻframeʼ and a ʻfillʼ the animated generation of the interior
ʻseedʼ image determines the formʼs final outline.
Filling the mould made from this pattern would inflate the form
along and disrupt the surface with lumpen protrusions.
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ʻWritheʼ: Autographic Image Generation

Notes:
With the work that began as
ʻGrowthʼ and became ʻWritheʼ I
wanted to explore using hand
drawn imagery.
The premise for the images is
an ornamental motif that
unwinds as if growing.
I wanted to use stencils to
create the work. I took an
existing phallic motif often
used as Apotropaic motifs. I
used these lined up in
repetition and stencilled lines
between them.
It was also important to me
that I attempted to create a
sense of depth between these
lines through using the binary
process. I used one single
weight of line to build depth
through an increased density
of ʻscribblesʼ governed by the
stencil matrix.
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Transition between ʻGrowthʼ……..

Whilst I achieved what I set out to
do with the ʻGrowthʼ imagery I felt
that there was little advance made
between the two-dimensional
imagery and the three-dimensional
versions.
A turning point in the practice-based
developments occurred when I
decided that rather than ʻinflateʼ the
moulds that I should allow the
deformations that were happening
whilst making to become more
defined.

…and ʻWritheʼ………..

This resulted in my combining the
main, middle section of ʻGrowthʼ
with one of the ʻtendrilʼ sections to
produce ʻlimbsʼ coming off the body.
The resulting forms became the
ʻWritheʼ series, named after their
animated appearance.
After reading Focillonʼs ʻLife of
Formsʼ my methodology embraced
an approach where a design could
continue to change and emerge as
a different ʻstateʼ.

…and back to a 2D poster
advertisement

The last state explored is illustrated
bottom left, an ambiguous sign
referencing both advertisements
and sensationalist posters
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Moreau: ʻSteppedʼ Posterisation & Colour
Separations
Composite

Printable Glue

Black

Orange

Yellow

Green
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Arlecchino: CAD Image Generation
Notes:
The images shown are the
development work for the
first version of the
Arlecchino artworks.
I had decided to try to take
forward the successful
figurative format of ʻWritheʼ
that had a bulky mid
section combined with
ʻlimbsʼ.
After hand drawing the
ʻWritheʼ imagery I decided
with Arlecchino to do all the
design work on the
computer.
This page demonstrates
the strategy I employed of
creating a pattern field –
putting this into an
ʻenvelopeʼ to shape it – and
then ʻstroking it along a
pathʼ, in order to curve it.
The next iteration was to
create a different shape on
one end that could signify a
ʻclumsyʼ hand. This shape
could also be pushed back
inside itself.
I decided that the resulting
combination was two
instrument-like, had lost its
figurative feel and I
abandoned this version.
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These two further iterations of Arlecchino both contributed
to the final form. The colour and pattern work of the more
complex version above was brought together with the
approach shown below of combining forms. The ʻheadʼ
and finial ʻhandsʼ came from this development too.
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Once the final combination of manipulated shapes had been
established then different colour variations were considered. I wanted
a bright and gaudy Arlecchino and so decided to accept the challenge
of attempting bright reds in high-temperature ceramics, to achieve the
ʻadvertising effectʼ.

The final two textile mould sides screenprinted with ceramic pigments
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Steve Brown - Royal College of Art & Victoria & Albert Museum
ʻThe Role of Interpretative Mediation in Applied Art
Screenprinting: A Model for Productionʼ
A paper presented at Impact 6: International Multidisciplinary
Print Conference. UWE Bristol. Friday 18th September 2009.
Abstract
Slide 1 I am currently in the final phase of an AHRC funded doctoral award
between the Royal College of Art and the Victoria and Albert Museum. My
research explores the complex interdisciplinary practice of screenprint
production within the applied arts and this paper draws on some of the
issues that have emerged. I have combined research of this field with my
own practice as a screenprinter of over 25 years. Combining a career as a
commercial textile printer and in the last decade bringing those skills and
experiences to an exploration of printmaking within ceramics, glass and
other applied art media. Slide 2 The paper examines the act of thinking and
making in commercial screenprinting production, specifically ceramics.
Case studies undertaken within the often complex social configurations of
screenprinted ceramic production offer an appropriate model with which to
explore a role which is pivotal in the creative process, one I define as:
ʻInterpretative Mediationʼ.

Introduction: The Language of a Process
Slide 3 ʻIn 1542, at Basel, Fuchs published his celebrated herbal…it is the
first specific statement of the fact that the drawing on the block was not
made by the original draughtsman but was a revised version of his drawing
made by a specialist whose business it was to draw with lines that were
suitable for their technical purpose.ʼ (Ivins 1953) This illustrates how
printmaking processes are often the result of a number of processes
undertaken by a number of individuals
Slide 4 We can discuss this in terms of printmaking having ʻdegrees of
separationʼ within the overall production process, between originating an
image and its final printed result. As a printmaker and at the heart of my
research project is the relationship between ʻthinking and makingʼ within
these degrees of separation in screenprint production. I am interested in
strategies where the creative process is kept active throughout this
production process. For anyone working with a technique it is of paramount
importance that they fully understand the inherent characteristics and
qualities that result. These aesthetic distinctions have been referred to by
writers on printmaking such as Wiiliam Ivins and Pat Gilmour (Gilmour, Pat
1978) as the unique ʻsyntaxʼ of print.
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Syntax can be described as ʻThe ordering of and relationship between a
combination of expressions or elementsʼ and Ivins and Gilmour relate to
this as a kind of ʻlanguage of processʼ. Part of my research has involved
analysing these elements and combinations of elements, such as the
ʻphysicalityʼ of screenprinting.
Slide 5 This image is of an early screenprint from 1938 by the artist Leon
Bibel. It illustrates the unique relationship that screenprinting has with
physical materials and heavy deposits of ink, as we can see in the close-up
on the right. This quality differentiates the process from other print
techniques and has been one of the reasons for its strong relationship with
the applied arts. where an affinity with physical materials has been
recognised as having a distinct advantage over other techniques. The slide
allows us to see the effect of this characteristic and the aesthetic quality
that results from it. In addition to this we are able to ʻreadʼ something about
the way in which the print was produced. The physical overlaying of colour
leaves evidence of the sequence with the pale yellow clearly the final layer
sitting proud on the top surface.
Slide 6 Andy Warholʼs screenprinted portrait of Marilyn Monroe employs
the syntax of the screenprinting process effectively as a metaphor for the
doomed star on the production line. The photo-stencil of the silkscreen
process becomes increasingly worn away, resulting in the repetition of the
print becoming increasingly dark and distressed. This process mirrors
Monroeʼs decline until like the star it portrays, the physical representation
becomes destroyed.

Interpretative Mediation
Slide 7 The degrees of separation present in process terms are often
reflected in distinct specialist skills being developed in order to undertake
these different elements in print production. It is not always the case that
the person who produces the original image to be printed is able to carry
out its production as well. The artists in the 1960ʼs who exploited the
recently developed technique of screenprinting often relied heavily upon
skilled technicians in order to realise their ideas into the new process
language. Extending the metaphor of language further we can refer to the
role undertaken by these technicians as one of ʻinterpretationʼ. In this
image Gordon House works with Chris Prater founder of Kelpra Studios in
order to realise his simple ideas of working through the process, in order to
embody something of its inherent qualities as the content of the print
Slide 8 There is a paragraph in John Le Carréʼs novel ʻThe Mission Songʼ
of 2006 that offers some insight to the difference between translating and
interpreting: ʻNever mistake please, your mere translator for your top
interpreter. An interpreter is a translator, true, but not the other way round.
A translator can be anyone with half a language skill and a dictionary and a
desk to sit at while he burns the midnight oil…..He has nothing in common
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with the simultaneous interpreter sweating it out through six hours of
complex negotiations. Your top interpreter has to think as fast as a
numbers boy in a coloured jacket buying financial futures. Better
sometimes if he doesnʼt think at all, but orders the spinning cogs on both
sides of his head to mesh together, then sits back and waits to see what
pours out of his mouthʼ. (Le Carré 2006) This quote perfectly illustrates the
process of mediation between two parties and the attempt to communicate
the essential essence of the idea from one party to another
Slide 9 Within an applied arts context the interpretation process becomes
far more complex, not effected just by the degrees of separation present
within print production but also the divisions in labour inherent in the totality
of the objectʼs production. This necessitates the move from an image to a
cast, fired and decorated three-dimensional object. The role in the context
of a commercial facility also requires effective mediation between the social
configurations of production. This role that I term ʻInterpretative Mediationʼ
within an applied arts context is interdisciplinary in the truest sense of the
word in that it relates to a position that is not just ʻofʼ two disciplines but lies
ʻbetweenʼ them. To undertake print production successfully in this context it
is necessary to have an excellent tacit, experiential knowledge of both the
ʻgraphicʼ medium and the ʻprintʼ medium and then the processes and
materials that mediate this transformation.

Royal Crown Derby: A Case Study
In order to further understand the complex variables and social
configurations of production a part of my research has involved the
exploration of a number of case studies within the ceramics industry. The
focus has been on examining if, and where this crucial role lays within
production. This image is of a number of highly successful ceramic
products from the company Royal Crown Derby. The value of the objects is
created through their high quality screenprinted surfaces. Undertaking all
aspects of production in-house and on one site, with long term personnel,
Crown Royal Derby offer an interesting study of the development and
implementation of strategies for working through a constant stream of new
designs. This has led to a distinct ʻhouseʼ style determined through an
understanding of the unique qualities of screenprinting in the ceramic
medium by personnel that occupy positions of mediation between design
and print production.
Slide 10 Vital to Derbyʼs success are ʻthe separatorsʼ a position, which at
face value, and as their job title suggests, produce the colour separations
from the original designs. In reality they occupy a position of creative
mediation, responsible for making the interpretation from concept to reality.
The creative input is far from complete when the design team hand their
concept drawing to the separators department. And it is here, alongside a
pre-production sampling department, that thinking and making fully
engage.
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Slide 11 Given the concept design and the pared down blank ceramic form
for, in this case a figurine for an Otter, the separators begin the process of
interpretation. Slide 12 They first need to establish the ʻfitʼ that allows the
form to be broken down into areas that can be flattened out for the print
process and in production applied to the complex form. By covering the
surface with masking tape or a special film and working through a large
number of drawings on the actual form they arrive at solutions which are
trialled by production.
Slide 13 This image from the V&Aʼs collection shows an Eighteenth
Century drawing designed to be ʻfitʼ to a ceramic tureen lid and illustrates
one of the tasks of interpretation that necessitates manipulation of the
original imagery.
Slide 14 At Royal Crown Derby the form is broken down in many different
trials before the best shapes are accepted and signed off and the
interpretation of the painted colour concept view of the object is begun.
Slide 15 This is an extremely long process where the skills and experiential
knowledge of foresight are put into practice as the minute handmade marks
of the separator try to capture the aesthetic characteristics of the concept
guide. It also involves judging the inflection of the final three-dimensional
form of the object and the qualities of the ceramic medium that will be
used. Once the imagery and different colour films are determined they are
scanned into the computer to create composites, these are then sampled
for production.
Slide 16 The variables of the interpretation process are vast at Derby and
specialist equipment is required to record empirical data in order to predict
aspects such as colour response. The print sampling department employ a
densitometer in order to determine the correct deposit of colour print
required for a job. This is because the pre-fired printed ceramic colour
looks, to the naked eye, different to how it will be when fired. Slide 17 In
this case the printed unfired blue on the teapot would appear as black
regardless of the screen mesh it is printed through or the variety of
pressures, speeds and squeegee angles the result always looks black, and
so this empirical testing is crucial to maintain colour continuity. With the
ceramic substrate the printer enjoys the unique possibilities of working
under the glaze, in the glaze and on the glaze, with all the different
pigments requiring different chemistry, ceramic states and firing
temperatures. This image of two teapots shows the layering of prints after
two different firings. Slide 18 The separators use their knowledge of this to
exploit the potential for working between layers in order to cover up the
thresholds between the fitted panels into what appears to be a seamless
homogenous surface print.
After many, trials the Otter goes into production only to suffer the very
unsightly effect of having have his nose drip half way down his face. Slide
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19 This aesthetic variable has slipped through previous trials and in reality
the long printed panel supported by the gelatine ʻcovercoatʼ that goes all
the way over the figurineʼs back and then over its head when applied with a
slightly heavy hand stretches slightly and causes the Otter to have an
unsightly proboscis. The solution for this is to split the panel into two in
order to prevent the elongation from occurring by using shorter panels for
the fit. The implication of this for the separators is to take the whole
process back to the artwork stage and to split the separations. But to do
this effectively and create an integral aesthetic they have to hide the split
by dividing it between the two different layers of in and on-glaze printing.
Slide 20 And this requires the ink mixer in turn to make a new batch of inks
in the on-glaze pigment that match exactly to the very different chemistry of
the existing in-glaze pigments and then trialling the whole thing again.
This case study illustrates the many complex and interrelation variables of
the unique syntax in working between disciplines of printmaking with the
highly transformative medium of ceramic materials. It highlights the vast
amount of tacit, experiential knowledge combined with accurately recorded
empirical data and skills of interpretation required in order to effectively
mediate the divisions between an initial design concept and the final
resulting printed object in high quality mass production.
Thinking and Making within the Model of a Division of Labour
Slide 21 The separation of roles within print production draws parallels with
Taylorist (Taylor 1911) ideas concerning the ʻDivision of Labourʼ applied to
the organisation of labour within manufacturing management. This is often
seen as a prescriptive model where the role of interpretation on the factory
floor is denied. Thus thinking and making is considered as a sequential
model where ideas happen first and then they are put into action with little
or no further input. This model of production has been criticised by a
number of scientists and researchers such as Dewey (Dewey1931)
together with other American Pragmatists whose critique draws on an
understanding of tool use and which suggests that the ʻgraspingʼ both of
the conceptual and of the physical happens within a dynamic process and
cannot be separated. This is a strand of ʻPractice Turnʼ theory. (Schatzki
2001)
In Management Science there are calls for new models based on
ʻDialogueʼ for which the Russian philosopher Bakhtin is often referred to as
providing a philosophical basis (Sanchez 2001). Such models that call for
dialogue and a simultaneous act of thinking and making reflect the
importance of the role of interpretative mediation within production.
Slide 22 The model at Royal Crown Derby is one example that shows a
precedent where the process of thinking and making occurs throughout the
entire production process. Creative, experiential dialogue from the very last
team that apply the printed transfers on the factory floor itself can input and
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effect decision-making processes at an earlier stage. This demonstrates a
model where it is not the role of the designers but the separators who
occupy the key position of thinking and making at Royal Crown Derby and
where creative dialogue occurs throughout these complex social
configurations.

ʻSculpting Printʼ: Extending Creative Thinking Within PrintMaking
Slide 23 Within the context of the practice-based element of my research I
have reflected and acted upon these issues. I have focussed on developing
methods of working within my practice that are based on extending the
relationship between thinking and making with the aim of keeping the
creative process active throughout production. Working in this field over a
number of years I have been concerned primarily with the dialogue
between image and form. Slide 24 As the example at Royal Crown Derby
illustrates the difficulties of working through interpreting imagery into
ceramic media is further compounded by working with three-dimensional
form.
In applying print to ceramics in a commercial context a number of very well
defined processes have been developed with the aim of mass-producing
surface imagery with the minimum of losses. I began by exploring for
myself the processes involved Slide 25 and soon realised that the aims
within commercial production are very different and often irrelevant to the
studio practitioner. I decided with this project to reappraise the transfer
printing technique that is the commercial convention for my own aims of
ʻsculpting printʼ and to try to return an immediacy and integrity to the
relationship between the ceramic printed image and form.
Slide 26 Replacing the usual paper substrate for a textile version offered
the opportunity to begin to think of the print as a layer that acts as a
garment within which the clay object could be both defined and decorated. I
developed my own inks for this new substrate and methods for fixing
together the fabric panels, including a ʻprintable glueʼ system with which to
pin the fabric sections together. Slide 27 I wanted to extend the decision
making process to continue into the stage where the final form is worked
upon, sculpting, shaping manipulating the form and image together as one.
Slide 28 The textile substrate allows this with the image stretching,
distorting and in effect reinforcing the form through the inflection of the
surfaceʼs distortion. Slide 29 With the final form decided upon a basic glaze
is then brushed over the fabric sealing the composite layer together and
the kiln is fired to a high temperature to effect the final transformation
where the fabric burns away and leaves the printed image fixed into the
ceramic surface.
This following sequence shows degrees of separation involved in the
process. Slide 30 Taking the printʼs DNA from an archive woodcut image.
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Slide 31 and developing aspects of its syntax into a new image and
creating the films for each different colour. With the screens made I
produce a print onto fabric, Slide 32 the different panels are joined together
and filled with clay Slide 33 Slide 34 to be transformed by firing and
exhibited together to represent the two ends of production: image and
object Slide 35
The conventional relationship between image and form in the ceramic
industry such as that illustrated at Royal Crown Derby has the form being
entirely produced before the image is developed in response to it. In the
case of my work I wanted the image to come first and reverse this
relationship.
In response to this relationship it is important that some of the works can
exist as both a self-supporting two-dimensional print. Slide 36 as well as
the three-dimensional printed form. Slide37 Slide 38
For this example I took inspiration from the surface design of the wellknown Harlequin figurines made in the mid-eighteenth century by the
German porcelain company Meissen. Slide 39 The classic diaper
diamonds are the predominant feature that determine the character of the
figure. I created surface patterns and developed them on the computer into
new ʻgarmentsʼ for my process, Slide 40 printed, filled with porcelain and
manipulated into the clumsy poses of the zany clown Slide 41 the surface
fully articulates the contortions of the figures uncomfortable position. Slide
42
This research offers one strategy that aims to overcome some of the
divisions between the thinking and making process, extending the dialogue
between image and form to create an integrated, immediacy of
manipulation at the very final stages of production.

A Role in Threat: Impacts on Thinking Through Making from
New Models of Production
Slide 43 Discussion of the role of interpretative mediation is highly relevant
to observe within the context of ceramics and the recent impacts upon the
discipline. I have strong concerns about the erosion in key roles of creative
interpretative mediation that is occurring in industry through production
closing and going overseas. This is combined with long-term personnel
who occupy these positions retiring after long in-house careers or being
made redundant by new technologies. With the huge cuts in education
affecting the teaching of individual disciplines including ceramics, there will
be a lack of new personnel with these abilities coming through. Taken in
combination this creates a position in the ceramic industry that will be
difficult to reverse. The kind of knowledge that I am researching requires a
continuity of tacit and experiential understanding that cannot be developed
overnight.
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Slide 44 The process of ʻMulti-bombʼ printing at Wedgwood was developed
by in-house personnel brought in specifically for the purpose. Materials
scientists and software designers worked over a number of years to
produce the system of effecting colour prints using silicone pads in
parabolic forms to pick up imagery from an etched plate and transfer them
onto complex curves. The system is the result of highly sophisticated
engineered machinery, bespoke computer technology, scientific
measurements known as Graticules and most important of all, the
experiential knowledge of the staff. Most of whom are very long term
employees many having been the originators of the system. With the
financial problems the company has suffered this production is moving
overseas to cut costs. Whilst the machinery can be boxed up and shipped
out, the highly sensitive process of effecting creative interpretations from
new two dimensional images onto three dimensional forms is based on
experiential knowledge and cannot merely be transplanted. The ʻthinking
through makingʼ process will have to start again from the ground up.
Slide 45 The case study at Johnson Tiles highlights the possible impact of
new technologies on the position of interpretative mediation. Johnson have
over the years employed a highly successful progressive programme of
development in relation to their print production that has seen them move
through a number of print processes including screenprinting and in the
1990ʼs rotary laser etched pad printing. Slide 46 Johnsonʼs also have a
very experienced, knowledgeable and creative print development team
whose responsibilities have been to work within the role of interpretative
mediation that I have discussed. Developing and sampling new ideas and
aesthetics, such as these raised prints, working within mechanical print
production methods. Slide 47
Recently the companyʼs constant search for new processes has led them
to become the first in the UK to employ digital ink-jet printing of under-glaze
full colour imagery directly onto tiles in large production. Once the system
is calibrated, scanned-in marble surfaces can be reproduced at such a
quality as to be indistinguishable from the real thing. The unfortunate
impact of this is that there is very little need for any creative intervention at
any stage in this type of production. The sampling of one or more totally
different designs can now be effected by the inkjet machine as if it were
mass-producing work. The huge resource of experiential, tacit knowledge
in the research and development department is not required for this type of
work and the designers tasks are reduced to removing blemishes from a
scanned-in image of a natural material.
Technologically speaking we cannot stand still and new technologies offer
amazing potentials for production but there is a cost, and models of
production such as that which the process of screenprinting with ceramics
has offered are relevant to reflect upon in the context of keeping active
human creativity and the key act of thinking and making alive and vital
throughout the production process.
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Karl Marx looked forward to a day where "degraded" manual labour may
eventually be eliminated which was a worthy ideal. He proposed that
human "labour [would] no longer be included within the production process;
rather, the human being [would] come to relate more as watchman and
regulator to the production process". (Kamenka. ed. 1983)
Whilst the position of design or idea originator remains revered, let us hope
that the role of watchman and regulator are not all we are left with within
the social configurations of commercial production and that something
remains of the role of interpretative mediation
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Questions of Integrity and Artifice in Developing
Strategies for an Integrated Relationship Between
the Printed Surface and Ceramic Form
Hello my name is Steve Brown and I am in the final year of a practicebased collaborative doctoral award between the Royal College of Art and
the V&A Museum.
I have been a printmaker for twenty-five years fourteen as a commercial
screenprinter for the textile industry and eleven on both sides of art
education.
As a printmaker I feel I have a particular relationship with surfaces in that I
donʼt print ʻpicturesʼ….so what do I print?

This glass piece is both print and structure. I dust many layers of glass
powder through stencils onto a kiln shelf….

…and fire the work in a kiln to fuse the printed layers together, this is then
lifted away from the surface of the kiln shelf resulting in a physical print.
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Unlike printing onto paper there is now no underlying substrate only
structure.
So where is the surface?
Indeed what is a surface?
The dictionary offers some definitions:
-

The outermost or uppermost part of a thing, the one that is
usually presented to the outside world, and can be seen and
touched

-

A relatively thin outer layer or coating applied to something,
usually to give it a smooth finish

-

The superficial parts or aspects of something, especially when
contrasted with the essence of the thing

-

A flat or curved continuous area definable in two dimensions

In short a ʻrelatively thin, two dimensional, superficial, coatingʼ.
It seems that the surface has had some bad press raising questions of
integrity and this impacts upon my work with surfaces.
Along with my work in glass and other media there has been a strong focus
on ceramics.

Again, my aims for printmaking are to create surfaces not pictures. I have
increasingly focused on the integration of print and form in order to create
the impression of an objectʼs character through surface imagery.
My themes and subjects are conveyed by the objects as a whole, both
printed surface and form, and not by a representational image.
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I have reflected upon issues within my practice connected with my printed
surfaces. For this talk I shall focus on the question of integrity - Both
physical integrity, how to physically combine the printed image and form
and integrity associated with principled approaches to working with the
printed surface. These are issues that have been raised historically in
relation to ceramic printed surfaces and continue to be a concern.

One example of a negative perception of the surface is the façade, a trick,
or deception that as a surface effect is considered as ʻartificeʼ.
One of the factors that effects the integrity between print and surface is the
issue of ʻseparationʼ which most processes of printmaking are subject to.

The print critic and writer Pat Gilmour explains separation within the
printmaking process: ʻAn artistʼs print is not created in the same way as a
unique painting, by making direct marks on paper or canvas, but at one
remove, by first fashioning what an engineer would call a ʻtoolʼ and then
using it to produce a series of identical impressions…The resulting work of
art is not the ʻtoolʼ described, which is simply a means to an end, but the
image such a device is able to transfer repeatedly to (the substrate).ʼ1
1

Gilmour, Pat. The Mechanised Image – An Historical Perspective of 20C
Prints. CTD Limited. England. 1978
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The original work is separated from the surface by many removes long
before the print is finally affected upon it.
As a result the process is not spontaneous, we could describe this as
ʻartificialʼ a human activity without spontaneity and associated with
insincerity.
It would seem that a major issue to resolve is the separated and nonspontaneous actions within the making of the work. However, the degrees
of separation in printmaking are compounded further when we move into
the context of this kind of production within the ceramic industry.

Here our printed surface can undergo both a transformation into the unique
syntax of the materials and process of ceramics and also the translation
from a two-dimensional to a three-dimensional surface of ceramic forms.

My practice finds parallels within surface design and decoration two fields
that have at times been hidden within the shadow of modernist formal
doctrine and the rejection of surface decoration. The modernists like the
Victorians attached a moral positioning to their agendas with ʻundressed
structureʼ being the most honest form expressed.
A major crime for the modernists was imitation. Ruskin called these
ʻsurface deceitsʼ reacting against the inappropriate ʻpainting of surfaces to
represent some other material than that of which they actually consistʼ.
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One example relevant to the research is how the imitation of surface
effects led to the development of raised paste surface decoration in
Staffordshire. Invented by Henry Daniel, it was driven by economics being
a more viable version of the original raised gold technique developed at
Sevres where the raised surface element was gold throughout the raised
image. The writer Leonard Whiter who describes the Staffordshire
developments states that the Sevres version is ʻnot so much effect as factʼ2
reserving a damning criticism for the cheap surface imitations that followed
this work.
We can read this slide clockwise with Sevres at the top left.
This is not just a reaction to imitation but the quality achieved and the
ʻcorrectʼ use of a surface effect. Whiter comments constructively that ʻthe
substitute technique could succeed with simple decorative effects…but it
was more often employed without restraint, with repugnant results.ʼ3
The subsequent development utilising the screenprinting process by the
companies Johnson Matthey and Capper Ratauld4 allowed for a greater
control and detail as evidenced on the bottom left.
With print being the most expedient method for large quantity economic
production of surface decoration, its use raises issues of ʻtruth of materialsʼ
and the use of the mechanical over the hand.
But letʼs go back - the conventional strategy within the ceramic industry
from the mid-eighteenth century involved the use of paper based transfers
this process manifests some of the problems with the separation between

2

Whiter, Leonard. Spode. Barrie & Jenkins. London. 1970 p181
ibid
4
Swale, Alan. A Study of the Ceramic Transfer printing Industry between
1946-2002; A Case Study of Its Implementation at Capper Ratauld Ltd.
2008. Staffordshire University
3
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print and form and has been open to much miss-use, leading to poor
qualities and perceptions.

This is evidenced in this example from the V&A collection where a square
stock tile print is miss-appropriated in the top left slide and applied to a
plate form.
The large tureen lid (shown top left with detail below) illustrates the missfits that come through covering a surface with a patchwork of imagery –
Floral imagery cut with no continuity.
I began to look further into historical developments for processes that
suggest an increased integrity between print and form. One of these
strategies was to use a flexible substrate

Alongside using paper - printmakers in the mid Eighteenth Century also
discovered that they could use a cast slab of gelatine as a more flexible
transfer medium5. Gelatine pad printing was the first in a long line of
techniques where the image was picked up on the surface of a flat
gelatinous pad and then carefully offered up to the ceramic form, where
pressure allowed this unique substrate to flex and adjust to a complex
curved surface as is demonstrated by the strange effect on the figure to the
right.

5

Coysh, A W. Blue Printed Earthenware 1800 – 1850. David and Charles
Publishers Ltd. London, 1972
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The process was later mechanised by Guy Murray with the Murray Curvex
system in widespread use after 1954. This strategy was much more
sophisticated, with the gelatine pad itself taking on the form of a parabola.
The pad would be pressed onto an inked up engraving picking up the
image from the plate it would then be pushed onto the ceramic bowl or
plate form releasing the image. This strategy developed further integrity
between the image and form.
The process has been developed further over the years into the highly
complex version that exists today known at Wedgwood as the ʻMulti-bombʼ
print technique.
At Wedgwood the strategies for overcoming the image distortion effected
by transferring the flat image have been taken to a new level of
sophistication through the use of digital technology, highly engineered
ʻgraticuleʼ measurement plates, empirical data and tacit knowledge
amassed over the past 22 years of their use of the process6.

The rise of 3D computer graphics for solid modelling and computer gaming
environments have stimulated strategies for adding realistic surfaces to fit
to forms. Using a collection of vertices, edges and faces called a Polygon
Mesh to define the form sets a structural precedent that can be broken
down for surfaces to be applied to. With the advent of 3D Printing

6

Information gathered through interview and visual research at the
Wedgwood company October 2008
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technology it is now increasingly possible to output these 3D models with
surfaces and in colour.

This process – though successful - does not allow me personally to dispel
the problem of separation between the printed surface and form - and the
interface devices employed still limit spontaneity.
So I have continued to follow the root of researching flexible substrates.
This led me to return to look into materials and processes I employed
during my commercial career working with printed textile surfaces.
A fashion designer who focuses on these relationships is Jonathan
Saunders.

The writer Marnie Fogg discusses Saunders abilities in this field: ʻthe
designer develops his garment and print designs simultaneously,
engineering the print to fit each pattern piece using traditional craft
techniques.ʼ7
This is an inspirational approach but I wanted to go beyond this to achieve
a surface image/form combination that would be malleable and extend the
printmaking process in order that there could be further formal
manipulation. This would be effected intuitively by hand with the surface
inflecting the movement that had been made by the overall form. This I
describe as ʻfunctional integrityʼ.
7

Fogg, Marnie. Print In Fashion – Design and Development in Textile
Fashion. B T Batsford. London. 2006 p 81
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This slide from the ceramic manufacturing company Royal Crown Derby
demonstrates the conventional approach by industry to take a finished form
and decorate it: illustrating the separation of printed surface and form.
The following sequence of images illustrate the process that I have
developed in order to investigate issues of integrity between the printed
image and clay form.

I decided to reverse the form, image relationship, developing the image
first. In this case inspired by the well-known Meissen version of Harlequin
character in the V&A collection. A character associated with his distinctive
surface imagery.
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From my sketch I design a surface pattern on the computer, and
manipulate it so that the image is able to stand alone as a work in it self, it
precedes and dominates the relationship with the form in opposition to the
conventional strategy.

Colour separations and films are developed for photosensitive screens and
the image is screenprinted onto a flexible textile substrate. The same
image is printed in reverse and the two mirror images joined together.

A stitched seam (left) forms an envelope into which porcelain clay is
pressed to inflate the form. Many layers of process separation are
necessary to arrive at this stage. But from this point on the image/form
object can be manipulated by hand, stretching and twisting areas intuitively
and spontaneously with image and form integrated physically. When dry a
glaze is brushed over the surface of the textile and the work is fired at 1260
degrees.

The textile completely burns away leaving the high temperature underglaze colours permanently melted into the surface of the body.
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The historical relationship is readdressed, with the surface image often an
illustration that can exist in its own right and no longer merely a supplement
to the form.

With this work the image predominates and it predetermines the form…..
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…..and it inflects, emphasises and records the physical spontaneous event
of making that is enacted upon it, spontaneity as we have seen that is
usually denied within this area of print production. This slide shows the
transformation that occurs from unfired clay within the screenprinted textile
mould and the fired result.
Screenprinting is my choice of print technique through its unique ability to
work with heavy physical layers of ink, recognised and employed at its
earliest stage by the commercial world and the applied arts.

This slide illustrates the massive difference between the ink deposited by
screenprinting - measured by a surface densitometer - in comparison with
other print techniques.
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And this close up of one of the very earliest artist produced screenprints
shows the sheer physicality of the surface layer.
Along with the approach to physical, functional integrity of the printed
surface and form I considered ideas that surround a principled integrity
within this relationship.
The example I will offer here is that of the Victorian architect and
theoretician Gottfried Semper as outlined in his grand literary
accomplishment ʻStyle in the Technical and Tectonic Artsʼ and found in his
section discussing ʻthe seamʼ an implicit aspect of my construction
technique.
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Semper places textiles and especially the seam, in very high regard and
discusses the latter as ʻan expedient that was invented to join pieces of a
homogeneous nature – namely, surfaces – into a wholeʼ8. We could also
say that it is the physical and symbolic site where separation is overcome.
In his passage on the seam Semper states ʻthe principle of making a virtue
from necessityʼ. This is a notion where rather than hiding the nature of the
material and means of something such as a seam, one should stress this
attribute.

The use of the seam within my work leaves a trace of itself as a strong
visual statement. As a small furrowed, disruptive, depression, it defines the
edge of the textile panel and the printed image and so is exerts a large
influence on the final form. It is at the seam that I am able to disrupt the
planar surface with lumps, tendrils and outcrops of form. It is also at the
seam where the two-mirrored halves of the imagery come together to form
a new symmetrical image where the edge becomes central. The nature of
the seam is to emphasise and draw further attention to the juncture, and
this effect can be amplified through design.
The flow of the corkscrewing tail in this piece is reinforced through the
spine of the seam line running along the median line of the body and this
effect is amplified through the flowing inflection of the surface imagery.
There are many factors that I will continue to unpick regarding the
relationship between the printed image and form and notions of artifice and
imitation, integrity and separation.
The decorated surface has firmly recovered its place within ceramics, yet
consideration of the principles previously established has been
disconnected for a long time - Whether we choose to use them or react
against them - One of my aims within this project has been to attempt to
8

Semper, Gottfried. Style in the Technical and Tectonic Arts. P153
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connect with a physical and principled approach to integrity within the
ceramic printed image form relationship, in order to reawaken new
relationships beyond using the ceramic surface as a mere canvas
dominated by a representational picture.
There are many approaches available I personally only expect that there
should be a consideration of the relationship between the printed image
and form.

It is the consideration of this area that opens Owen Jones manifestly
influential 1856 Publication ʻThe Grammar of Ornamentʼ. This tattooed
head from New Zealand is the first illustration to be discussed. Immediately
Jones states it as an example where ʻthe principles of the very highest
ornamental art are manifest, every line upon the face is the best adapted to
develop the natural features.ʼ But this is not merely a physical emphasis
afforded by the dialogue between facial features and surface image, they
also act emotionally to ʻincrease the expression by which he (the tattooed
man) seeks to strike terror on his enemies or rivals, or to create what
appears to him to be a new beauty.ʼ9
Thank you

9

Jones, O. The Grammar of Ornament. Day & Son, London, 1856
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Glossary
Apotropaic Decoration
Imagery and symbols intended to prevent or ward off evil
Autographic (Images)
Produced by the hand
Ben Day Dots
Named after the illustrator/printer Benjamin Day these dots are an optical
device to create the illusion of shading. Overlaying different colour versions
of the dots so that they mix on the paper are also a cheap way to produce
secondary colours. They are different to half-tone dots, being of uniform
scale in each different area that they are used. Bought in sheets of different
scale and population they would be cut to size and burnished away from
the support onto the artwork – Roy Lichtenstein referenced them, enlarging
and exaggerating their appearance in many of his works
Blotter Tonal Shading – A method developed by the Selectasine Company
with which to create a softer edged stencil mask
ʻBreaking Downʼ (of screens)
A process of attrition, where the squeegee blade wears the out the stencil
as it moves across it to scrape the ink through the screen
Broadside Prints
Street literature publications that began in the 16th century as a way of
cheaply printing mass items of culture and news
Cartographic Map Projection
A method where a three-dimensional form, such as a sphere, can be
represented on a flat plane as a two-dimensional image
Colour Separations
Colour Separations are a way in which separate tones or hues can be
produced over a number of (in the case of screenprinting) screens. This
could be as simple as cutting out different inter-relating stencils from sheets
of paper as ʻspotʼ colours, or involve complex multi-tone full colour work.
Full colour images can be reproduced using half-tone dots printed in
different colours to generate tonal overlays that mix on the paper. There
are a number of strategies for doing this including ʻfour colour processʼ
work that requires the original artwork to be split into different component
photographic positive films for screenprinting cyan, magenta, yellow, and
black (CMYK). These used to be produced by a reprographic camera and
are now made using digital software
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Commedia dellʼarte
A form of improvised comedy performed by a variety of characters
originating from late 16th century Italy
Continuous Tone
An image that varies from one tone to another smoothly with no obstruction
Copper Plate Transfer Method
This is a mid-eighteenth century development from copper plate
engraving/etching, which uses a very fine sheet of tissue paper to transfer
vitreous pigment onto a ceramic object. Fat oil is used as a print medium
which sticks to the surface of biscuit fired ceramic ware. A water-based
soap is then brushed onto the back of the paper transfer which helps
further adhesion through pressure of the brush, while the water also repels
the oil away from the paper and onto the ceramic object. The paper can
then be washed off with water leaving the oil-based print unaffected. The
ware is then fired at a low temperature to remove the fat oil before a glaze
is added over the print and fired. There are variations on this technique but
this is the predominant approach. – See also ʻEtched Rotary Cylinder
Printingʼ below
Covercoat
This is a gel layer that is printed over the ceramic ink and onto transfer
paper in the conventional ceramic decal system. When dry the
covercoat/ink/paper composite can be immersed into water whereupon the
covercoat separates from the transfer paper taking the ink with it. This can
then be applied onto a ceramic work and fired on
Crawl (Ceramic context)
In commercial terms this is a fault where the glaze separates and clumps
together rather than producing a uniform surface. This can be used as a
positive effect by studio ceramists
Densitometer
An instrument for measuring the optical density of a material by shining
light on it and measuring its transmission
See: Hoskins, Steve. Inks. A&C Black. London. 2004. p. 116
Edition
A number of prints made at a specific time
Engraved/Etched Rotary Cylinder Printing
A development of the copper plate transfer method that sped up production
through the use of a cylinder.
For the ceramic context see: Mc Keown, Julie. Burleigh: The Story of a
Pottery. Richard Dennis. 2003
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Fit
In a commercial ceramic context a ʻfitʼ is where the surface of an object is
divided into smaller sections that can be flattened out for ease of printing
Flatbed Screenprinting
This is a piece of equipment where the screen hinges down onto a table to
print the substrate that is placed beneath. This is different to the rotary
screenprinting process where the substrate passes underneath a
cylindrical screen and is printing continuously
Flood Blades
On an automatic flatbed screenprint machine these blades move the ink in
the screen back to a position in front of the squeegee where a new print
can be made
Frottage
A surrealist, automatic technique for the production of hand-made marks by
rubbing over a textured surface, developed by the artist Max Ernst
Fumed (Ceramic context)
When a more volatile ceramic ingredient or pigment such as an oxide is
applied to the clay body and fired it can spread out a little from the original
mark due to the high temperatures of the kiln
Gelatine-Bat Printing
This variation on the copper plate transfer method replaces the tissue
paper with a thin cast gelatine bat. The bat can be curved onto a complex
form transferring the print onto an objectʼs surface. The print has no
pigment in it but is used instead for the oilʼs ʻstickyʼ properties, which when
transferred can be dusted with ceramic pigment. This process was later
developed into a mechanical variation of the same principle, sometimes
called the ʻMurray Curvexʼ technique or ʻbombʼ/ʻmulti-bombʼ printing an
ʻpadʼ/ʼtamponʼ printing
See Drakard, David. 1992. p. 31
Graticule
Another name for reticule, referring to a grid of fine lines placed in the
plane of an optical instrument. These are often printed onto glass
Gum & Tusche
A method used in screenprinting for reversing hand drawn stencil lines. Oilbased tusche is painted directly onto the screenʼs mesh allowed to dry after
which the water-based gum is painted on repelling the gum. The Oil-based
tusche is washed away by a solvent leaving the gum stencil in place with
the hand drawn marks open to be printed through as a positive image
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Halftones
A technique to simulate continuous tone through a pattern of varying size in
a single colour through optical illusion.
See - Passion For Print – An Incomplete Glossary of Print Terms. Royal
College of Art Publication. London. 2009.
Halftone Line Process
This is a technique developed through using the reprographic camera that
reduces the original image to outlines by eliminating all intermediate tones.
This is done by placing a large continuous tone negative on top of a
positive version. These are then rotated and exposed to a light source
which only penetrates through the small space between the two films along
the outlines. This results in an outline version of the original
Image Setter
An ultra-high resolution digital laser printer, the primary purpose of which is
to produce film for commercial printing, particularly for screenprinting
Imari Decoration
European collectors name for Japanese porcelain objects produced in the
town of Arita, Imari was the port that this ware, made for the European
market, was exported from. The particular colours that Royal Crown Derby
define as being associated with Imari are iron red, cobalt blue and precious
gold
Inks (Ceramic context)
Ceramic pigment/inks need to be able to leave a trace after being fired to
temperatures that range form around 600 to 1300 degrees C. Commercial
production has developed and made available a number of options that can
be bought off the shelf: ʻUnderglazeʼ pigments have been developed to be able to be fired up to
glazing temperatures over 1000 degrees C and often up to as high as
stoneware temperatures. They are often but not always used under a glaze
ʻInglazeʼ are a variation of underglaze pigments that are fired on top of a
glazed ceramic surface at a temperature high enough that the glaze will
begin to melt and take the pigment well into its surface. This approach is
often used for printing with porcelain because the glaze needs to be taken
to higher temperatures than earthenware to make it melt
ʻGlazeʼ materials can be printed such as the frit use in ʻVitrosaʼ printing and
the reactive glazes developed for printing at Denby
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ʻOnglazeʼ or enamel pigments have been produced to fire at a very low
temperature onto earthenware and bone china ware in order to save on
faults that can occur from an additional firing. The colours are bright
because they are low-temperature (around 780-850 degrees C) but can be
lost if over-fired.
ʻPrecious metalʼ or ʼgiltʼ pigments such as gold and platinum are fired last
and are pure metal pigment within a carrier that fires away
Ink-jet (Digitally Printed Ceramic Pigments)
Ceramic pigments can be printed through digital ink-jet technology. In a
commercial context Johnson Tiles Ltd bought the first large in-line digital
printer that uses underglaze pigments. On a smaller scale, old ink-jet
printers have been reconditioned to print with ceramic onglaze, enamels.
Les Lawrence and Robert Dawson have also exploited the toner in laserprinters by intervening with the technology to produce transfer sheets that
result in a monochrome image after firing
Intaglio Roller Printing
One of the major developments that moved the textile industry into massproduction was intaglio roller printing. The etched plate became an etched
roller and this could produce an infinitely continuous print over a length of
fabric
Iznik Pottery
Highly decorated Iznik ceramics, predominantly from the sixteenth century,
are named after a town where it was produced in western Anatolia. They
were initially made to imitate Chinese Porcelain but soon adapted and
developed into their own style and characteristics
Katagami
This process of producing stencils involves preparing a section, usually
25cm by 40 cm, from the inner bark of the paper mulberry tree. Each
stencil consists of several of these sheets laminated together with the juice
of a just-ripened persimmon. This composite is then treated with equal
parts of one and five year old matured persimmon juice, which as well as
being used for adhering the layers together strengthens and waterproofs
them. The sheets are then cured over long periods or smoked to make it
stiff but pliable for cutting. A number of stencils are often cut at the same
time on boards sloping away from the cutter using a variety of different
techniques. Knives and punches have been developed over the years to
effect a large variety of cuts and holes in the stencil papers of which the
ʻKiriboriʼ (awl cutting) method is the oldest and most delicate. The
innovation that has been attributed to Yuzensai Miyasaki involved creating
a mesh support structure to support the more fragile versions of this
process. It has been suggested that human and animal hair was used in
early versions but silk was found to be the strongest and left no trace of its
presence. The process begins with a number of layers being cut with the
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ʻtie-lessʼ design reinforced at this stage by the conventional paper ties.
Once cut the sheets are separated, repositioned and re-glued sandwiching
a mesh of silk stretched across a frame. The additional paper ties are then
cut away leaving floating areas supported only by the silk threads Faulkner, Rupert. Japanese Stencils. (The Victoria and Albert Colour
Books). Webb & Bower Limited. London. 1988. pp 7, 11.
Kolam/Rangoli Decoration
Kolam is the Indian art of decorating courtyards and houses, hand drawn
mainly by women and girls. Kolam is globally known as Rangoli. Rice flour
or sandstone powder is used to make rangolis. This practice can be
considered as Apotropaic, when used as a protective ritual for domestic
thresholds
Lithography
Alois Senefelder is generally considered as having invented Lithography in
1796 although the fully matured process was a series of developments
over a period between the late 1700ʼs to the first decade of the nineteenth
century – Weber, Wilhelm. A History of Lithography. Thames & Hudson.
1966. p. 9. This print method is based on the natural repellence between oil
and water. Greasy ink or wax crayons are drawn directly onto the flat
stone, which is then moistened by water. An oil-based ink is then applied
with a roller, adhering to the waxy mark and repelled by the water the print
can then be pressed onto paper to make a print.
Map projection
See ʻcartographic map projectionʼ above
Matrix (print)
The term ʻmatrixʼ is used in the context of printmaking to describe the
specific object used to produce the print. One of its earliest uses as a term
describes the mould for casting letters in hot metal typesetting for
letterpress printing. Other examples of a print matrix are an etching plate, a
lithographic stone and in the context of this thesis an open stencil or
screen/stencil
Mechanical tone
This includes all strategies that are artificial techniques developed with the
aim to simulate the properties of continuous tone through printmaking
methods
Niello prints
Engraved metal with a compound inlay. A process that may have led on to
engraved printmaking
British Museum Prints and Drawings Room niello display cabinet
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Obedient ornament
Gombrich and, specifically, Day (1934. p.279.) both discuss decoration that
ʻfollowsʼ the formal properties of the underlying object, and which can be
considered as obedient to it.
This can be considered as being in opposition to ʻdisobedient ornamentʼ
which was a strong feature of the thinking in the ceramics department of
the Royal College of Art in the 1970ʼs – Discussion with Alison Britton
14.01.10
The ʻOriginalʼ print
The two main issues that the print establishment had with the term ʻoriginalʼ
print determined that the work be produced by the artistʼs hand and not use
a photo-mechanical process. This had been initially ʻformulated by the
National Committee of engraving in 1937.ʼ - Gilmour, Pat. Kelpra Studio –
The Rose and Chris Prater Gift – Artistsʼ Prints 1961 - 1980. The Tate
Gallery. UK. 1980. p. 46. footnote: 15 c. and p 14 The development of
screenprinting and the ʻoriginalityʼ question
Photogram
Photograms are produced without the need for a camera. An object or
opaque obstruction is placed upon paper coated with a light-sensitive
emulsion and exposed to light. While some tonal qualities can be achieved
by using transparent objects the resulting image is usually a silhouette.
CroŸ, O, R. Design by Photography. German edition Foto-Grafik, English
edition, Focal Press Limited, 1963. p. 16
Photographic – Images, Film & Photostencils
A ʻphotographic imageʼ is one captured on a light sensitive substrate. The
resulting image quality depends on the substrate used. The most common
perception of a photographic image is that there will be a realistic
representation of the subject complete with tonal information
A ʻphotographic film positiveʼ, sometimes referred to as a ʻpossieʼ is
produced to block light from hitting a light sensitive substrate, as such the
term describes the filmʼs use a physical obstruction in the process of
blocking photographic exposure. The film itself can be produced as a
ʻphotographic imageʼ using a specific range of substrates. These are
developed to bring out image characteristics from the subject that are more
successful with dealing with the principles of the particular print process
that they are intended for. Up until the advent of digital technologies film
was predominantly produced using a reprographic camera. There are a
large variety of films that can be used such as those that are appropriate to
hand-draw on to or to put through a photocopy machine. Actual objects can
also be used as a mask such as the lace material illustrated in the section
on ʻPhoto-Reprographics & Creating the Illusion of Continuous Toneʼ
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A ʻphotographic stencilʼ is a light sensitive layer combined with the mesh of
a screen either directly as an emulsion or indirectly as a film. The
photographic film positive is placed in contact with the photo-stencil and
exposed to light. Where there is no obstruction the light hardens the
emulsion, where it is blocked then the emulsion washes away in water to
reveal open mesh which ink can be printed through. This results in a
positive image which is the reason that the term ʻposiesʼ is used for the film
mask
Photo-lithography
ʻIt was Alphonse Poitevin who discovered and patented in 1855 the
process of applying albumen mixed with gelatine and potassium
bichromate, the first really successful method of photo-lithography…This
technique did not become widely used until the invention of the half-tone
screenʼ (In the 1880ʼs) – Newton, Charles. Photography in Printmaking.
Published for the V&A ʻPhotography in Printmakingʼ exhibition, 1979.
Pitman Publishing Ltd. London. 1979. pp. 10, 11
Pietre Dure
A method of inlaying coloured marbles or semi-precious stones into a stone
base, often in geometric or flower patterns. The technique was developed
in Florence, where the Grand Ducal workshops specialised in producing
table tops, cabinets or church furnishings - V&A colections
Placement Print
In the garment decoration sector it is often necessary to define aspects of a
garment that will be dealt with. Most of these are obvious descriptions such
as ʻleft chestʼ for the traditional company logo and all-over-prints to
describe a pattern field used to print the whole of a garmentʼs fabric. A
placement print describes a print that has an upright orientation and would
be ʻplacedʼ across the chest or back as the predominant area used as a
ʻcanvasʼ for a picture
Pochoir
The French term for stencil
Plastisol Ink
This is thick opaque textile ink that cures at 150 degrees centigrade
although not solvent based as such, it is washed up with solvents
Point-of-Sales Signs (UK) Point-of-Purchase Signs (US)
Display signage that aims to attract a potential buyerʼs attention. They are
in-store and in close proximity to the products that they advertise and the
ʻpointʼ where they are sold. They are often much more of a creative
presentation than just a printed poster, using a variety of materials. Cut-out,
folded and formed printed cardboard are an early example
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(Vitreous) Porcelain Enamel Signs
The use of ʻporcelainʼ to describe these signs is misleading and comes
from a confusion of terms caused by the huge range of materials and
qualities associated with ceramics. Vitreous relates to the process of firing
the pigment to transform it into a glass/ceramic material
Posterisation
Another method of simulating continuous tone through a photographic
camera-work. The subject image is photographed with a variation of
exposures to bring out a range of tonal information that when printed with a
set of hues that reflect the different tonal layers an illusion of tonal depth is
effected. This method was developed at Kelpra studios by their
reprographic camera operator - See Gilmour, Pat. 1980. p. 22
Pounced
Used in calligraphy this term describes a process where powder is applied
to prevent ink from spreading. Used in the context of this thesis it is either
powder pushed through a stencil or applied onto a sticky substance by
hitting it with an open mesh bag filled with pigment
Reduction Method (In woodblock printing)
Instead of the liquid screen stencil being added to block the screen off and
reduce the print area in the case of woodblock reduction the wood surface
is increasingly cut away to reduce it. This connection highlights the
possible application of existing strategies from allied processes that could
have informed the emerging development of reprographics for
screenprinting
Registration
Fitting together and printing accurately two different screen stencil images
or more
Reprographics (Reprographic camera operator)
The process of reproducing, reprinting, or copying graphic material
especially by mechanical, photographic (ʻreprographic cameraʼ), or
electronic means
Rotocolor (As used at Johnson Tiles Ltd)
This is a process that involves laser etching a continuous design into the
surface of a silicone-covered cylinder, ink is held close to the cylinder by a
metal doctor blade that also scrapes the excess away. The etched image is
thus ʻloadedʼ with ink and comes into contact with the tile as it passes
beneath the roller and the ink is gently pressed onto the surface of the tile
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Rotary Screenprinting
A cylindrical screen with a photo-stencil is made that can print continuously
by a belt carrying the substrate rolling under it and the squeegee exerts
pressure from within where the ink is also contained. Many examples of
rotary screen technology, including making rotary photo-stencils,
developed specifically for the ceramics industry, are shown in the
publication: Guerrieri, Giuliano. La Serigrafia. Sulle Piastrelle in Ceramica.
Faenza Editrice. Italy. 1980.
Serigraphy
Serigraphy had begun to be produced by fine artists during the nineteen
thirties, depression era, America. During this period President Roosevelt
sponsored Artists to produce work where the subject matter ʻwas intended
to be socially meaningfulʼ. Anthony Velonis pioneered the processʼ use as
a fine art medium when he established ʻa Silk Screen Unit under the
auspices of the Graphic Arts Division of the New York Cityʼ Works Progress
Administration Federal Art Project (WPA/FAP). The print historian and
curator Carl Zigrosser ʻin concert with Velonis, coined the name serigraphy
from Greek roots for silk and drawing)ʼ to distinguish the use of the artist
made hand painted stencil screenprinted image from commercial use
Snap off
Sometimes referred to as ʻsnap-offʼ, ʻoff contactʼ or ʻlift offʼ, this is the gap
that is left between the screen and substrate if the screen is required to
ʻsnapʼ away from the substrate after the pressure of the squeegee has
pushed the two together
Spot Separations
This describes the separation of flat planes of colour without any tonal
information
State
A difference made to a print edition. This can range from halting
development of the print to take a print, adding a signature or drastically
revising the image. Changes in a printʼs state can occur through ware and
tear, such as when a screen stencil wears away
Stencil (ʻOpenʼ – ʻScreenʼ – ʻDirectʼ – ʻIndirectʼ
A template that selectively allows or prevents pigment from being passed
through it in order to define a printed image
The ʻopenʼ stencil is unsupported by the screen versionʼs mesh therefore
needs to be self-supporting and the material that its made from needs to be
reasonably stable such as thick paper/card or thin metal.
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A ʻscreenʼ stencil is one which is supported by a mesh such as the early
Japanese Katagami version or the later gum and tusche and current
photopolymer versions.
A ʻdirectʼ screen stencil is a physical mask applied directly onto the screen
such as gum and tusche.
An ʻindirectʼ screen stencil is made away from the screen and applied to it
such as a paper cut out to be applied to the back of a screen.
ʻDirect Photo Stencilʼ is a light sensitive photo-emulsion applied directly
onto the screen, after which the whole screen and stencil material is
exposed to a light source.
ʻIndirect Photo Stencilʼ is made as rolls and sheets and exposed prior to
being applied to the screen.
Stereo-lithography
Stereo-lithography is an additive manufacturing process using a vat of
liquid UV-curable photopolymer "resin" and a UV laser to build parts a layer
at a time. On each layer, the laser beam traces a part cross-section pattern
on the surface of the liquid resin. Exposure to the UV laser light cures, or,
solidifies the pattern traced on the resin and adheres it to the layer below.
A complete 3-D part is formed by this process.
Stipple Effects
This is a method discussed by the Selectasine Company where a vary
course tonal quality is produced by using a splattered spray or brushstroke
through a stencil mask, with increasing amounts until the desired effect is
achieved
Substrate (Printing)
The base material that images are printed onto
ʻtʼ (Screenprinting context)
This term is used to measure the threads per cm that make up the mesh of
a screen. A coarse mesh screen would be in the region of a 24t while a fine
mesh would be 140t, and there are many inbetween
Tusche
See ʻgum and tusche above
Thermo-colour Screenprinting
This is a process that employs electrical currents to heat the screenprinting
equipment and ink to lay down a ʻhotʼ print that would cool and dry
immediately on the ceramic ware, dry and ready to receive the next print Screen Process Printer. Volume 5. (1956) Discusses the recent advent and
patent for ʻThermo-printingʼ technology. pp. 53, 54
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Tri-chromatic Process (Tri-chromatic Separations)
Tri-chromatic printing (three colours and black) employs the halftone
simulation of tonal qualities over four separate colour layers. These
intermixed optically on the substrate to produce full colour.
Visual Intention
Within this document I refer to visual intention as the original idea or image
that will be transposed into a printed work. This may be an actual visual but
could also be an idea for one that will be worked out through the
printmaking process
Vitreous
Relating to, resembling, or having the nature of glass
Vitrosa
Vitrosa is a generic name for a frit powder over-layer that is used for its
resulting physicality and/or to highlight an image beneath it. A number of
tile companies cite this term in defining their products that have these
characteristics or are suppliers of the frit.
WPA/FAP
Works Progress Administration/Federal Arts Project. Created by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt in the USA in the 1930ʼs and funded by Congress. It
was instigated in order to help the US economy by employing millions to
carry out public work projects. A specific department was established that
used the newly developed screenprinting process to produce posters.
Many early screenprinters learned there trade through the scheme and set
up sign and display businesses. Artists also began to work with the process
in this context because it was cheap and accessible and some of the
earliest artist screenprints (known as Serigraphs) were produced through
the WPA at this period
Zanni
The Italian name for the servant characters performing in the Commedia
dellʼarte who are best known as tricksters of which Arlecchino is the best
known
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